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from the London and Paris newspapers, which were
delivered uncensored, they acquired belatedly in-
formation denied to Egyptians. None the less it is
legitimate to say of the early autumn of 1914 that
throughout Egypt there was no consciousness of the
significance of the reported concentration in Syria of
formidable Turkish Forces, or no doubt that the
Sinai desert was an impossible barrier to a hostile
army advancing upon the Suez Canal. Local opinion
was sadly uninstructed. Not only did people com-
placently ignore factors directly affecting the security
of Egypt, but they knew nothing of the potential
resources of the Ottoman Empire, or of the arrogant
ambitions of its rulers. A little more education upon
the first point would have saved the foolish optimism
thought and talked, when General Sir Ian Hamilton
set out to force a landing on the beach of Gallipoli, and
wider knowledge on the second that the Suez Canal
was protected by nature from attack.
One did not need to possess much military know-
ledge to recognize that General Maxwell had insuffi-
cient forces to hold Egypt if Turkey joined the enemy ;
or if that contingency arose that the army of the
Occupation would be called upon to undertake a more
extended role than in August had been contemplated.
Of regular staff he had hardly any. The War Office,
following the policy which it had pursued elsewhere,
had recalled the majority of officers serving at Head-
quarters. It was highly improbable that the vacancies
would be filled by fresh officers from home. There
was difficulty enough in supplying qualified men for
the Expeditionary Corps in France, and certainly
there were none to spare for commands still outside
areas of hostilities. Other General Officers in a similar
predicament might have wrung their hands in dismay.
Not so Maxwell. If he could not have the best he
would take the next. The pre-war garrison of regular
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